
Enjoy the period atmosphere and the
evocative room settings including the
Barbara Cartland Room, the Clerk of the

Course’s Office and the Billiard Room. See the
displays, exhibits and collections of memorabilia
throughout the ground floor of the 1907 CLUBHOUSE.
Also located here is the Sunbeam Café, toilets and
Visitor Services Information desk.

The PRESS HUT was built in 1930 for
journalists reporting on Brooklands
events. Directly behind it lies a line of

Race Bays where vehicles would be checked and
wait before going out onto the Track.

The PRATTS PAGODA was built in 1922
along with the BP and Shell Pagodas and
supplied drivers with fuel.

MALCOLM CAMPBELL SHED. This was
Campbell’s workshop and showroom and
now contains Brooklands racing cars,

memorabilia and displays. Leads to the ERA Shed.

ERA SHED. A workshop and showroom in
the 1930s, it now houses the Speed Record
Exhibition and features the 24litre Napier-

Railton as well as racing motorcycles. Leads to the
Brooklands Cycle Exhibition and Raleigh displays.
(See more motorcycle history in the McEvoy Shed,
behind the Clubhouse).

The RACING LOCK-UPS were built as
garages to prepare cars for racing.
(Access the building via the ERA Shed

to see the Brooklands Cycle Exhibition and
Raleigh displays).

‘DUNLOP MAC’S’ BUNGALOW. Here David
McDonald supervised tyre fitting in the 1920s
and ‘30s. It is now a vehicle workshop.

JACKSON SHED. Built in 1930-31 by Robin
Jackson to maintain and tune racing cars,
it now houses the Grand Prix Exhibition,

Jackson’s workshop and the McLAREN FORMULA 1
SIMULATOR.

BP PETROL PAGODA.

SHELL PETROL PAGODA.

GARDEN OFMEMORIES.

DISCOVERY@BROOKLANDS.
Our interactive gallery is open to all and
makes learning about science fun. Next

door is the EDUCATION CENTRE which is open to
schools and pre-booked parties only.

TEST HILL. Constructed in 1909 for the
motor industry to conduct acceleration and
braking tests.

TheMEMBERS’ HILL RESTAURANT
BUILDINGS standing at the top of Test Hill
date from 1907 and have been restored by

Brooklands Cars – open to visitors between 10am and
2pm on weekdays.

BOFORS ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN TOWER.
Built to defend the aircraft factory against
bombing inWW2.

MEMBERS’ BRIDGE. Providing vehicle
access to Members’ Hill, this was one of
Brooklands’most famous landmarks.

MEMBERS’ BANKING is the steepest
section of the Track and reaches nearly
29ft high before descending onto the

Railway Straight on the other side of the river.

FINISHING STRAIGHT. This half-mile
section of the Track ran from the Fork
to the Members’ Banking and was

100ft wide. It is the original location for the
Bellman Hangar which has been relocated and is
being fitted out as the Brooklands Aircraft Factory.
Opening late October 2017.

The AVRO SHED contains an accurate
replica of the ‘Roe 1’ Biplane, the original
of which was used by A.V. Roe to carry out

pioneering flight trials on the Finishing Straight in 1908.

The BARNESWALLIS STRATOSPHERE
CHAMBERwith Aero Engine and bomb
displays. The Chamber was built in 1947 to

test aircraft and latterly boats, engines and other
vehicles by simulating a variety of climatic conditions.

BALLOON HANGAR, 4D THEATRE and
CONCORDE TICKET OFFICE. The Balloon
Hangar, which was once the power source

for the wind tunnel when used in conjunction with the
Stratosphere Chamber, now houses the 4D Theatre
and Ticket Office for Concorde Experience flights.

‘VICTOR-MIKE’ built at Brooklands and
first flown in July 1964, this fuselage
section contains a special exhibition and

film show.

TheWORLD’S FIRST FLIGHT TICKET
OFFICE was built in 1911 for London
booking agents Keith Prowse to sell

sight-seeing flights around the Track.

BROOKLANDS MEMORIAL. Unveiled by
Lord Brabazon of Tara in 1957 to mark the
first half century of Brooklands.

THE BROOKLANDS CONCORDE. The initial
British production Concorde, G-BBDG was
the first aircraft ever to carry 100 passengers

at twice the speed of sound. Much of Concorde’s
design and manufacture took place at Brooklands.
Tickets for the CONCORDE EXPERIENCE can be
purchased from the Balloon Hangar (see no.21).

The AIRCRAFT PARK contains the BAC 1-11
plus examples of Vickers-built aircraft
including the Varsity military trainer, the

Viking, the Viscount, the Vanguard ‘Merchantman’ and
the Sultan of Oman’s VC10.

The VIMY PAVILION houses the Vickers
Vimy Replica ‘NX71MY’ which was
commissioned in 1994 to re-enact the

type’s three long distance flights of 1919-20.

The ACOUSTICS BUILDING was a test
laboratory for British Aircraft Corporation
products including Concorde parts.

Housed in this building is the CONCORDE
SIMULATOR which can be viewed on request.
Please ask at the Concorde Ticket Office (see no.21).

The BROOKLANDS AIRCRAFT FACTORY –
opening October 2017. This new
exhibition will tell the story of aviation

production at Brooklands spanning 80 years.

The FLIGHT SHED – opening October
2017. This two-storey building to the rear
of the Aircraft Factory will house live

aircraft that can be wheeled out for engine run
and taxi demonstrations. On the ground floor,
workshops, research areas and archive stores will
be provided for the study and preservation of the
collections.

The LONDON BUS MUSEUM, operated by
the London Bus Preservation Trust, houses
the largest private-sector collection of

London buses (1890s – 1970s) in the world and
entry to it is included in the admission price.
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We recommend you start your tour of the Museum from the historic
green – domed Clubhouse. From here you can choose to follow any one of the

three trails Motoring Village Test Hill & theTrack or Aircraft & Aviation.
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Test Hill Return Road
access to Members’ Banking.


